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LEBANON                           
Visas are required by South African passport holders and must be obtained PRIOR to arrival in 

Lebanon. NO VISAS are issued on arrival. 
WARNING: Travellers with Israeli stamps intheir passports will not be granted entry into Lebanon. 

 
REQUIREMENTS:  
 
TOURIST VISA: 

1. Application form fully completed  

2. Passport plus copy of passport  

3. Valid passport for at least 6 months with no Israeli stamps.  

4. One coloured photo  

5. A hotel booking  

6. An invitation letter from the host in Lebanon (if applicable)  

7. A clear physical address and contact number of the host in Lebanon  

a.) If the host is Lebanese, needs a copy of his ID or Lebanese passport  

b.) Foreigner- a copy of work permit or residency permit with at least 3 months validity, and a 

scanned copy of his passport.  

8. Itinerary- return airticket booking  

9. Bank statement for the last 3 months  

10. A letter of employment, or work status  

11. If foreign passport holder – a valid South African work permit or temporary residence permit of at least 

6 months  

12. Proof of International travel insurance policy. 

13. Application to be submitted one month prior to proposed date of travel  

 
Minors: All of the above applies plus parental consent is to be signed at the  
Embassy or appropriate SA authority for minors and a copy of the Unabridged  
Birth Certificate for the minor is required. Children also require a Letter of  
Consent form BOTH parents.  
 
BUSINESS VISA: 
All requirements as above plus:  
• An invitation letter from the company in Lebanon stating purpose and duration of visit.  
• The copy of the registration by the Department of Trade and Commerce in Lebanon  
• The nature of business of the company and proof of relation between the Host company in Lebanon and 
South African company.  
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NOTE: Application also to be submitted one month prior to proposed date of travel.  
 
NOTE:  
*  Authorization from the Security General in Beirutis required before a visa is granted.  

*  Visa application will be authorized on a case to case study.  

 
PROCESSING TIME: 5 days to one month  
 

 

STANDARD TERMS & CONDITIONS  

GENERAL  

CVCS is a company trading under the name of Cape Visa Courier Solutions with registration number 2016/14102307. 

CVCS is a visa courier company and act as a disclosed agent for third party suppliers, such as, but not limited to 

Consulates and Embassies based in South Africa. The supplier is solely responsible for the issuing of any and all visas. 

CVCS only assist in the Visa Application. Therefore the contract for the visa is between the customer and the embassy. 

The Consulates and Embassies have their own terms and conditions and can be obtained on request from the 

Embassy/Consulate concerned. As agent, CVCS, has no contractual liability to the customer in respect of the visa being 

issued.  

1. Consulates/Embassies have a guideline of the number of days in which visas are issued but that it does not guarantee 

that the visa will be issued in that time.  

2. CVCS advises that there may be delays on visas being issued which are beyond CVCS’s control.  

3. CVCS cannot be held liable if the relevant Embassy Consulate or Government Institution does not issue a visa before 

intended departure date.  

4. Any costs incurred due to date changes on tickets, accommodation, car hire etc. in respect of the travel bookings 

made, cannot be claimed from CVCS. 

5. CVCS does not accept responsibility for any consequences whatsoever due to the applicant failing to ensure that they 

comply with the necessary health, passport and visa requirements.  

6. The applicant is responsible for providing the applicable Embassy, Consulate or Government Institution with all 

documents in order to process the visa application.  

7. The responsibility to obtain correct, current and valid passports, visas, vaccinations, inoculations and reentry permits 

where required, is that of the applicant.  

8. CVCS shall not be liable for any direct and/or consequential damages or losses, which may occur due to no visa or 

inadequate travel documentation.  
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9. The applicant indemnifies and holds harmless CVCS against all suits, actions, claims, judgements, direct and/or 

consequential damages or losses or other liabilities, and all costs and expenses which may arise from the services or the 

omission of supplying the services by any third party supplier or the unsuccessful or late Visa Application.  

10. CVCS advises that in some cases the relevant Embassy, Consulate or Government Institution will only release the 

visa 24 (twenty four) hours prior to departure or even on the day of departure.  

11. Service fees and Visa fees are non-refundable.  

12. CVCS will not be held responsible for any visa fee increases or changes to fees made by the Embassies at time of 

submission. These additional charges will be borne by the applicant. While every effort is made to provide accurate 

information, visa and passport requirements are constantly changing and there may be a delay before we are advised of 

such changes. We are therefore unable to guarantee complete accuracy at all times. Processing times and charges given 

are solely for guidance purposes and cannot be guaranteed. 
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